A structured recognition method of human behavior based on HMM is proposed to build the human action in this paper, only one camera which does not need to be adjust should be used in this approach. The robustness of the human behavior recognition model which is established by the free view angle of the camera is improved. The human behavior outline feature is segmented in video frame, some algorithm is used to establish the structure rob posture model and then to be standardized, at the last, the standardized rob postures of the same behavior are used to build the human body hidden Markov model (HMM) which has the independent position, independent translation, independent scale, independent rotating and the advantages of the free view angle, this model is verified by experiment has higher recognition rate.
Introduction
Human behavior analysis and understanding is a research hotspot in the field of computer vision, it widely used in the video surveillance, medical image analysis, sports behavior analysis, crime analysis and other fields, its key technology is the behavior modeling and motion behavior capturing which is the precondition of the human behavior analysis and understanding. Using an effectively fixed model to describe the basic human action is the behavior modeling, and different actions can be distinguished by different behavior modeling parameters of the models. Behavior capturing is seeking the human behavior model parameters from the motion outline extracting from the motion video frames to model the behavior.
Human pose which describes people's posture in an image in video frame is static image, and behavior which made up a series of consecutive frame in video is a continuous motion, thus, behavior modeling is a comprehensive description of a sequence of the human pose models which described in a series of static posture. Before the human behavior modeling, the pose model must be built firstly, the pose model is descript by many methods which include stick graph model, 2D model and 3D model etc. [1] . The human pose was descript by points which represent the people's joints and line segments which represent the people's skeleton body in the stick graph model [2, 3, 4, 5] . 2D human pose model use simple rectangles to descript the every parts of the people [1, 3, 6] . In order to represent the depth information of the people's pose in the video frame, 3D human pose model was proposed, it compose two departments: pose model which represent the relationship between peripheral of human body [7, 8] and skeleton model which is the stick graph model. The problems of shield and collusion have been settled by the depth information in the 3D model which is fit for multi-view human action trace.
Human behavior model is the series of pose model sequence, lots of human behavior model were using to analysis and understanding the human action. A. Bouziane, Y.Chahir , M.Molina, F.Jouen [9] prosed a 3D Zernike moments based human behavior model which using Markov spatio-temporal random walks build the human behavior model and using it to analysis the human behavior, Lin Lin, YongSu Seo, Mitsuo Gen, Runwei Cheng [10] prosed a method which using color feature and distance feature to compute the similarity of the observation object to trace the human motion object, this trace was used to create the human behavior model to analysis and understanding the human action. Huang, Kong and Li [11] prosed a human recognition method based on Fourier combined with HMM, using Fourier transform implements the invariance of image rotation, move and scale, then, improved HMM was used to extracts feature vector for classing the object. Panagiota Antonakaki, Dimitrios Kosmopoulos, Stavros J. Perantonis etc. [12] proposed a human behavior understanding method based on bottom-up multiple camera system, using two different standards (the time length and the behavior of the track) to divid the behaviors into normal and abnormal behavior, this system using a support vector machine (SVM) identifier to identify the abnormal behavior.
A structured recognition method of human behavior based on HMM is proposed to build the human action in this paper, only one camera which does not need to be adjust should be used in this approach. The robustness of the human behavior recognition model which is established by the free view angle of the camera is improved. The detail information is descript in the following.
Human Behavior Modeling
Human Pose Modeling. As we all know that the whole human body composed with head, torso, left upper and lower arm, right upper and lower arm, left thigh and leg, right thigh and leg etc.10 parts. Here, we integrated the advantages of stick graph and 2D rectangular model, using the simplified stick graph model to describe the human pose model, in this model, each part of the body is described by line segments and the each part of the connection is described by dots. This model is shown in Fig.  1 . 
Different people have different height, thus, there is different length in the same parts in different people body, but, each person's proportion relationships between the parts are same almost. Fig. 2 shows the proportion relations of each part of the adults. Fig. 2 . the ratio of each part of the adults While standing, the people's height is 7 times of the head, torso is 2.5 times of the head, upper limbs is 3 times of the head, lower limb is 4 times of the head.
Human Behavior Modeling.There are many human behaviors and tracking model, the present study on this domain is very many, it can be divided into three layers: rough description, middle tier description and detailed description [13, 14, 15] . There are two behavior recognition methods: static method and dynamic method. In the static method, to recognize the behavior, you must analyzing every frame image and extract the characteristic to create the behavior model firstly. In the dynamic method, the behavior model is created in the processing of the recognition. Here, a dynamic method based on HMM is used to created the human behavior model, it use Baum-Welch method, Forward Backward and Viterbi method to trance the human behavior in this method. The HMM can be described in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, S t is the hidden state, and it is the estimate of the human posture, O t is the observe state, and it is image sequence of the human video. The processing of human tracing and the human behavior model learing is shown in the following expression Fig. 3 HMM.
The training process is a probabilistic inference mode, formula 3 shows the method of getting the maximum probability in a video sequence images. S t is a hidden state in video frame in the HMM, it is an two-dimensional vector which in the following. 
(5) Formula 4 can be used to describe that the being traced object from one frame transfer into another using Brownian motion method. Formula 5 is our probability model.
Conclusions
A stick human behavior model based on HMM which can recognize the human action effectively was proposed, the modeling process is divided into three steps: firstly, extracting the posture from the video frame and getting rid of the shadow of the object to establish the pose model, secondly, standardizing the pose model, finally, using the normalized pose model to set up a dynamic HMM of the human behavior. Because of the independence of the position, translation and rotation of the normalized human behavior HMM, this method has the independence of the position, translation and rotation too.
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